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If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent):

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes):

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes):

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission
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EP-RC040D 08/19

Roy Keith Medlicott & Jeanette Marie Swift

5 Hillplough Heights
Richmond

7020

0212256360 roymedlicott@goldpine.co.nz

The Integrity Care Group

Master Resource Consent RM190790 et al including changes to conditions of existing land use consent, new
land use consent, subdivison consent.

190790 et al

*Changes to Conditions of Existing Land Use Consent

*New Land Use Consent

*Subdivision Consent

*Transport Matter 8 - the proposed connection of Fairose Drive to Hill Street

See attached sheets for notes on each of the above.
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To ask the Council to consider the specific adverse effects on the properties on Hill Street and Brenda
Lawson Way, adverse effects that are not consistent with a resdiential development, should they grant
consent to this application.

The impact on these residents will clearly be an impact consistent with living adjacent to a significant
commercial development and its ongoing operation which is not appropriate within a residential zone.

Roy Keith Medlicott

28/06/2020
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Additional notes in addition to consent submission from Roy Medlicott and Jeanette Marie Swift. 
 
 

1. The Proposed relocation of a Commercial Care Facility 
 

 
The proposed relocation of the 4400m2, up to three level, Commercial Care Facility 

 I understand the existing consent had previously been considered and accepted allowing a 
large commercial care facility to be built in its previously planned location despite this being 
a residential zone. 

o A care facility comprising 4400m2, up to three levels, a dementia ward, 70 beds, 
dining room, an outdoor deck, a laundry, a kitchen and 20 serviced apartments, up 
to 95 staff with over 30 on site at any one time and all the operational requirements 
of what is clearly a commercial operation despite being described as part of 
community activity. 

o Having already been consented as a larger building in a more central location, 
impacting less on neighbours, is not a suitable excuse or appropriate reasoning to 
exchange that current consent, for a smaller still non-compliant building that has a 
greater adverse effect on close neighbours. 

 It would seem appropriate to ask Council to review the scale, bulk, privacy, safety and 
daylight implications of this revised application on the neighbours and whether the TRMP 
and Residential Zone requirements are being met 

 There is clearly a further impact on local residents should this consent application be 
approved allowing the location of the care facility to be moved to where a significant 
number of residents would be adversely affected. 

 
Design 

 It appears that the design includes the main care facility module being located closest to Hill 
Street meaning the largest component of the commercial care facility is located closest to 
the perimeter, being inconsistent with the original consent application that included a 
concept of single-storey residential villas throughout the site perimeter with larger buildings 
being more central in the overall land plot. 

o The revised consent application appears to push the larger more commercial 
buildings closer to the affected neighbours than originally indicated when obtaining 
consent originally 

 
Boundary and Setback 

 It appears that the care facility does not comply with boundary and set back and daylight 
admission controls in the TRMP as per the notes in the application 

o Clearly being non-compliant should be an unacceptable position. 
 
 
Private Outdoor Living 

 The application accepts that the private outdoor living spaces do not comply with the TRMP 
conditions for private outdoor living spaces 

o Clearly the application accepts that the planned outdoor living spaces are not 
screened from the private outdoor living space of other household units, its not 
clear how much of this consideration is including non-Olive Estate properties and 
neighbours. 
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Acoustic Requirements 
 It seems clear that the total acoustic effect on the adjacent and opposite properties is not 

yet known which is clearly a concern  
o I note it is already being stated as not compliant with required noise levels for at 

least one affected property. 
o If this is already being indicated when the total effect is not yet understood, I would 

anticipate this issue gets worse not better. 
o Plant and machinery has been indicated as being located on the roof, again clearly 

directly impacting adjacent properties regardless of current diffusion methods. 
o Shift changes and traffic movements for workers appear to be indicated as including 

6am and 11.15pm where, when considering up to 95 workers were indicated on 
different shifts, would be a significant effect on those closest adjacent and opposite 
properties. 

 Despite the total effects being unknown, It appears the application already accepts it will not 
comply with noise requirements due to night time car movements 

o Clearly that non-compliance will have an adverse effect on neighbours and has been 
accepted as such by being accepted as non-compliant and therefore should be 
refused. 

 
Light Impact and Light Overspill 

 The provision of lighting to the development will significantly change the current outlook 
and vista of the adjacent and opposite properties providing an impact to those neighbours. 

 
Height Restrictions 

 It is clearly stated that the care facility will be non-compliant due to its excessive height 
o Planned at 10.5m, that clearly exceeds the requirement of a maximum 7.5m height 

allowance for such a large footprint building. 
o It is inappropriate to ‘excuse’ the non-compliance of the height of the care facility by 

stating as it does in the application that “this is the only one which exceeds the 
height limit and is the exception”, it’s either compliant or it isn’t. 

 Given the main concern of the neighbours appears to be the location and size of the care 
facility and its impact on the surrounds, it would be completely unacceptable to allow the 
height to exceed the clearly defined maximum. 

 
Hazardous Activities 

 I note the elevated levels of hazardous substances in the added Hill Street block, and would 
be concerned that the quantity of soil disturbance and risk to health will be greater for such 
a large construction project, relative to for example single-storey villas. 

o I ask the Council to adapt a common sense approach to not allow such large scale 
disturbance on a notified HAIL site, when an alternate option of less disturbance and 
risk to human health would be an obvious alternate plan.  

 I also note the Earthworks requirements are not being met and are already accepted as non-
compliant, clearly due to the bulk and scale of this development inside a residential zone. 

 
Non Residential Activities 

 I note the requirement for non-residential activities to be between 7am and 11pm 
o That is already being contravened with the indicated staff shift changeover times 

and associated car movements. 
o Also currently being contravened with the existing development works and early 

contractor start times disturbing neighbours. 
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Traffic Flows, Access and Egress 
 Servicing, staffing and even the large number of residents planned for the large care facility, 

will clearly significantly increase traffic flows in the area. The currently consented location 
would appear to allow a ‘natural spread’ of that traffic between the numerous existing 
access and egress roads given the currently consented location is in the center of the new 
total land owned, that would more naturally mean users take the road out that suits them 
best. 

o Allowing the move to the revised consent application location, at one perimeter of 
the total land owned, would surely determine that all traffic would use the same 
one access and egress road causing more congestion and disturbance for local 
residents 

 
Commercial Activity 

 I note in the application that it has been claimed that there is no commercial activity and 
therefore considerations are relative to ‘Community Activity’ only. 

o Clearly that is just untrue.  
o The care facility will be providing services to be paid for, clearly a commercial 

development in a residential zone and should be considered as such. 
 
TRMP 

 There appear to be notable requirements in the TRMP to avoid or mitigate the effects of: 
noise, contaminant, glare, vehicles, and buildings and structures; beyond the boundaries of 
the site generating the effect. 

o It would appear there are several concerns and considerations relating to the TRMP 
alone that would question the validity of this consent application. 

 
 
In recognition of these and other issues being created by the proposed relocation of the care 
facility, it would seem appropriate to ask Council to not further adversely impact local residents by 
allowing the location of the care facility to be moved to where it is not yet consented and 
therefore I request that Council declines this consent application. 
 
 
 
 

2. Transport and Road Links 
 I note that Fairose Drive was not to be connected to Hill Street but the amended application 

now requests that, which is already described as non-compliant and a detrimental plan, 
adversely affecting those residents and users of that part of Hill Street. 

o Hill Street is already becoming a busy road and another junction only a short 
distance in between junctions at Brenda Lawson Way and Hillplough Heights will 
cause further traffic disruption and congestion. 

o Should it be connected, traffic approaching Hill Street from Fairose Drive outside 
daylight hours, will have their vehicle lights shining directly into the properties 
opposite the proposed junction due to the elevation change approaching the 
junction.   

o The proposed road widths will clearly be inappropriate for the amount of traffic that 
junction would create. 

 
I would expect Council to direct The Integrity Care Group to return to a plan that does not connect 
Fairose Drive to Hill Street. 
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PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 
hearings page, including your name and contact details.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

This is a submission on an application from: (Name of Applicant):

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

1) The specific part(s) of the application that my submission relates to is/are (Give details*):

Submission on Resource  
Consent Application

To: The Resource Consent Administration Officer

Tasman District Council 
Private Bag 4 
Richmond 7050

Email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz
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If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent):

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes):

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes):

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission
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1 Printed Alastair Jewell Print out from Alastair Jewell, Principal Planner email

From: Brian McGurk <Brian@brianmcgurk.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 29 June 2020 2:29 pm
To: Resource Consent Admin
Subject: RM190790 The Integrity Care Group 

Attention: Linda 
 
Thank you for your phone call. 
 
Please accept this email as our submission. We are neutral but are seeking conditions to the resource 
consent. 
 
At this stage, we wish to be heard. 
 
Yours 
 
Brian McGurk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Brian McGurk <Brian@brianmcgurk.co.nz> on behalf of Brian McGurk <Brian@brianmcgurk.co.nz> 
Date: Monday, 29 June 2020 at 10:40 AM 
To: "resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz" <resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz> 
Subject: RM190790 The Integrity Care Group  
 
Good morning 
 
We are am writing in respect of a number of issues with the notified application for resource consent 
by The Integrity Care Group Ltd and the Olive Estate development. We reside at 20 Fawdan Way and 
our rear boundary is on the northern boundary of the proposed development. 
 
1. Daylight angles for dwellings along the northern boundary shown as Villa V9, V10, V21, V22 and 

V25 on plan O1D. Depending on the distance from the boundary and roof profile the daylight 
angles of those villas are exceed the rule in the TRMP. We will need conformation that the 
daylight angles will in fact comply with the rules in the TRMP. It would be very helpful if we 
could be provided with the shading diagrams.  

 
2. The traffic impact report from Gary Clark raises a couple of issues. We do not believe the 

assessment of effects in pages 90-94 of the application 01A are robust enough. It is intended 
that the collector road (Fairose Drive) will be vested to Council. There appears to be insufficient 
consideration given to the potential traffic and pedestrian movements and the proposed width 
of the roadway and footpaths will not be adequate for the number of vehicles and pedestrian 
movements generated, including from the area adjacent to the development and presence of 
the main entrance to the care facility. It is proposed that there is a continuation of the design 
shown in photograph Fig 7 of the traffic expert’s report. It is our submission the design in 
photograph Fig 6 is more probably more suitable and is consistent as a continuation of the 
existing street. Extension of Fairose Drive talks about all road width and cross sections not met 
and the application says Council is comfortable with this and therefore effects minor. We do not 
agree. 
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2 Printed Alastair Jewell Print out from Alastair Jewell, Principal Planner email

3. There is limited information for crashes. The crash data provided is for the intersections only and 
seems to be from 2014 to 2018 (and I note there were two crashes in recent weeks at the 
location). It would be helpful to know what crash data for the whole area from 2005 to date. 
The assessment appears to us to be selective and fails to take into account the recent growth in 
the area.  

 
4. The service access to the care facility. The assessment of effects in pages 100-102 of the 

application 01A. It appears that the developers want to squeeze the access way into the narrow 
space off Brenda Lawson Way. There is quite a big drop from Hill Street so it might seem 
logical. However, it is close to the intersection and the turning angles involving large vehicles 
would be more than minimal effects on the neighbours plus Brenda Lawson is a very popular 
walking area for local residents connected by walkway to the north to neigbouring streets. The 
effects will be more than minimal and the proposed mitigation measures do not appear to be 
sufficient.  

 
5. We suspect the residents on Hill Street will have a lot to say about the size and scale of the 

development of the care facility. While we believe the proposed location is the most logical place 
for such a building. The applicants seem to have made a careful selection of the photographs 
used in the application and have understated the scale of the building and its relationship to the 
neighbouring properties, to be misleading on the assessment of the effects. 

 
We look forward to your response. 
 
Brian & Denise McGurk 
20 Fawdan Way 
Richmond 
 
Phh 544 1955 
Cell 027 444 0170 
E-mail brian@brianmcgurk.co,nz 
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PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 
hearings page, including your name and contact details.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

This is a submission on an application from: (Name of Applicant):

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

1) The specific part(s) of the application that my submission relates to is/are (Give details*):

Submission on Resource  
Consent Application

To: The Resource Consent Administration Officer

Tasman District Council 
Private Bag 4 
Richmond 7050

Email: resourceconsentadmin@tasman.govt.nz

Submission no. 75 - RM190790 - P Hancock_P Pollard - 030720 - Oppose.pdf p1 of 2

LATE submission - received 3 July 2020. Submissions closed 29 June 2020. 
Accepted under ss37 & 37A of the Resource Management Act 1991,

by delegated authority of P Doole, Resource Consent Manager



If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent):

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes):

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes):

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission
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PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM, ON BOTH SIDES, ARE COMPLETED.

Please note: all submissions become public documents. If the application requires a hearing, your submission may be published on the council’s 
hearings page, including your name and contact details.

Personal information will also be used for administration purposes, including notifying submitters of hearings and decisions. All information will 
be held by the Tasman District Council with submitters having the right to access and correct personal information.

Submitter Details
Full Name:

Phone: E-mail:

Submission Details
This is a submission on the following application for resource consent lodged with the Council:

This is a submission on an application from: (Name of Applicant):

For a resource consent to: (details can be found on the notice in the letter from Council, newspaper, website or on-site)

* Note: Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

Address for 
Service:

Contact Person 
(if different):

Postcode:

EP-RC040D  08/19

Tasman District Council Application Number (if known):  RM

1) The specific part(s) of the application that my submission relates to is/are (Give details*):

Holly Cole

33 Iwa Road, The Wood, 7010

0276543257 hollyjanecole@gmail.com

The Integrity CareGroup Ltd

construct a compact density development (the residential villas and apartments) and a 
community activity (the care facility) off Hill Street, while not providing public reserve to the 
standard of the Tasman Resource Management Plan (TRMP).

 RM190790

not providing public reserve to the standard of the Tasman Resource Management Plan 
(TRMP).
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If consent is granted, I wish the council to impose the following conditions  

(Note: you do not have to suggest conditions, particularly if you want the council to refuse consent):

5) Attendance at any Council Hearing (You must tick one of the following two boxes):

Print Full Name:

*Note: A signature is not required if you make your submissions by electronic means.

A copy of this submission MUST also be sent to the applicant as soon as reasonably practicable after serving a copy on the Council.

2/2

Signature*: Date:

(Person making submission or authorised agent)

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

2) The reasons for my submission are (Give details*):

 

4) The decision I would like the Council to make is (Tick one of the following two boxes):

3) The nature of my submission is that: (Tick one of the following three boxes):

  

  I am neutral regarding the application  I support the application   I oppose the applica  tion

*Note:  Any additional information should be submitted on a separate sheet(s).

report if a hearing is held.
Note: If you indicate that you do not wish to be heard, you will still receive a copy of the Council’s decision but you will not receive a copy of the hearing 

  To grant consent     To refuse/decline consent

  I  wish  to  be  heard  in  support  of  my  submission           I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission

 It is unconscionable to build a residential development that does not provide a public 
reserve to the standard required by the Tasman Resource Management Plan (TRMP).
Adding up the percentages of unbuilt on pieces of land scattered through the 
development, does not constitute a public reserve.
Nelson Tasman Land Development Manual, Chapter 10.1: (Parks and Reserves); “ 
Reserves are an important element of an urban neighbourhood or rural area. They provide 
opportunities for recreation and social contact, and their spaciousness contrasts with built 
development”.

✘

Holly Jane Cole

25/06/2020
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	TextReasons: 1. Manner of serving notice on us:-We are affected persons. We object that notice was served on us only on Saturday 27 June  and by way of a copy of proposed Master Plan and a form seeking our approval for the proposed development in a BLANK ENVELOPE in our mail box at 375 Hill Street. This was our first knowledge of what is for us and other residents  opposite and overlooking the proposed development on Hill Street a  significant diminishing of the residential character, enjoyment and value of our properties and Hill Street.

2.Loss of residential character of Hill St  for properties on and above Hill Street with proposed extemely high density  245 additiional residential units on expanded Olive Estate, 20  service apartments. 16 dementure suites and 16 hospital beds and particularly the overheight 10.5m 100m long prposed health care facility in the prposed relocation exceding the maxomum height and intent of acceptable  construction in the residential zone. The proposed change is contrary to the intent for development in a residential zone and will impact severely on the character ofthe immediately  neighbouring  residential  and rural-residential zone porperties.
3. Traffic throughway from Hill Street to Fairose Drive will create a new and dangerous intersection
	Conditions: 1.Any dwellings allowed along or adjacent Hill Sreet to be spaced each on land with garden space similar to Langdale Drive and not exceeding a height of 7.5m and to be in accord with existing dwellings along Hill Street so as not to unduly change its residential character to enable contued use and enjoyment of existing residents and the many recreational and exercising walkers who use this stertch of Hill Street including the Jimmy Lee Creek- Wills Gully- Hill Street circuit walk

Fairose Drive to have a permanent barrier so that only those  new dwellings on Olive Estate that are adjacent to Hill street are accessed from Hill Street and there be no through way beyond them to the reaminder of Olive estate currently accessed from Wensley Drive
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	TextPrintName: Peter Maurice Hancock
	TextDate: 3July 2020
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	Button1: 
	TextSubmitterName: Peter Maurice Hancock and Patricia Norah Pollard
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	Text12: 375 Hill Street
 Richmond, Nelson


7020
	TextEmail: hancockpm@gmail.com
	TextApplicantName: Integrity Care Group Ltd (Olive Estate)
	Text11: Relocate health care facility and construct additional high density compact  resisdential units on 'Hill St Block"
	TextParts: 1.The relocation of the proposed health care facillty.
2.The height, bulk, scale and  100m long continuous facade of the proposed health care facility
3. Extension of Fairose Drive to Hill Street and it becoming a throughway to the high density housing of existing and prpposed high density housing of Olive Estate and  throughway  to Wensley road


